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In Depth is the newsletter of the Tropical Fish Club of Burlington. The first issue was published back in
April 1989 and a lot has changed since that time. We have been publishing an online version now for
many years, and have over the past few years decided to do a printed version once per year. The on line
version certainly has its advantages including lower cost of production and distribution, but having
something to read in your hand gives a different feel. I hope you enjoy this hardcopy issue!
We have an outstanding lineup of speakers for this spring. Our March meeting is going to be a combined
effort with the Pet Advantage as they celebrate their March Mania. On Sunday night, March 18 at 5:30
Karen Randall will present a program “The Planted Aquarium” and will follow that up with a talk on a
very popular topic, “Nano Tanks”. This will take place at the Best Western on Williston Rd. April will
feature Randy Carey as he shares information on Barbs and Rasboras. This is an extension of his new
book and will cover lots of information on this group of fish. In June we are pleased to present Ted Judy
who gained lots of exposure in 2010 participating in the TFH breeder challenge breeding over 150 species
in one year!
These are 3 nationally known speakers, and you get to hear their wisdom right here in Vermont!
One thing I find important in my hobby is sharing it with others. I think I get more out of keeping fish by
being able to share stories, fish keeping tips, and even non fish related discussions with others that share a
common interest in keeping aquariums. With that in mind, I encourage all with an interest in fish to
participate in all activities of the club. Attending meetings is an obvious activity and there is always a lot
going on at meetings from the presentation to the general discussion, door prizes, monthly auctions, bowl
shows, etc. But there is much more that you can take advantage of too. The newsletter is another fairly
obvious way to participate, but not just from reading what others write, but maybe submitting a picture or
short story or a full sized article about your favorite aspect of keeping fish. Our annual auction ( Nov 4
this year! ) is also a great opportunity to mingle with others and see what fish are being bred by others and
see what new products have been donated, not to mention the chance to get some fish that you might not
otherwise see, and at a very good price.
The club also has a mailing list that we use for club announcements, but can be used by any member to
ask questions or share info. If you have not signed up for the yahoo group mailing list, just send an email
to tfcb-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. You can also share your club experiences with others. Feel free to
forward meeting announcements, newsletter links and other info to whoever has an interest. We have also
joined the social network, so visit us on Facebook too.
With more participation, we will each be able to gain more from our fishkeeping hobby. See you all
soon!
David
Please support the following manufacturers who graciously donated to TFCB!
Cichlid Press ** Cichlid News ** Danner Mgf ** DRs Foster & Smith ** ECHO
Ecological Lab ** Kordon ** Marineland ** Microcosm/Coral Magazine
The Pet Advantage ** Pet Solutions ** Pretty Bird ** Red Sea ** Seachem ** Tetra
Tropical Fish Hobbyist Magazine ** United Pet Group

A p r i l S p ea k e r - R a n d y C a r e y
Randy remembers his first aquarium as
well as he remembers his first girlfriend.
Twenty years later he now keeps a room
of over 70 aquaria …but the girlfriend
is long gone. As a master freshwater
aquarist he has breed about 200 species
of fishes and was the first to earn the
Lifetime Award from his local club, the
Minnesota Aquarium Society.
He established an early online presence
(mid ‘90s) and maintained the first
aquarium-based blog (1997-2004).
Since writing his first column in 1999 for
TFH Magazine, America’s oldest and most prominent aquarium magazine, Randy has contributed
numerous feature and multi-part articles, two-page photo spreads, and a cover shot. Aquarium societies
have flown him throughout the US and Canada to deliver in-depth presentations: breeding, taxonomy,
fish collecting in Brazil, aquarium design, and the art of aquarium photography. He also provides
presentations for general audiences.
In 2006 Randy participated in a 2-week expedition in the Amazon Rainforest to study the correlation
between exporting aquarium fish and rainforest conservation. After his multi-part series from this
expedition was published, he was offered a contract to write a book on tetras and barbs, the two most
popular groups of freshwater aquarium fishes. This book was released in 2010 through major pet stores
and online with global distribution. Carey also serves on the Petco Editorial Review Board, providing
reviews of freshwater titles being considered for the retail shelves.

His Program
Making Sense of the Barbs, Danionins, and Rasboras
These commonly kept fish groups have received only shallow attention in aquarium literature. Randy’s
new book and this comprehensive overview sorts out what we know of these common aquarium fish
groups. The talk touches on zoo-geography, the latest on taxonomy and subgroups, and little-known
insights about the observable markings on each of these fish groups. Attendees will leave with an
understanding that goes deeper than the simple labels “barbs,” “danios,” and “rasboras.”

A Brief History of The Pet Advantage
by Tyler Dawson
The Pet Advantage was born almost 24 years ago, in the fall of 1988. But before The Pet Advantage, there
was a local chain of three stores called Pets R Us. Do you remember Pets R Us? The stores ran into
financial trouble after the husband left town with the money, leaving the wife to fend for herself. One day
in early September, when Madeleine was working at Pets R Us, the Sheriff pulled up to the door and
closed them down. The Sheriff also delivered all the remains of the other two stores to the Dorset Street

location, and then the bank hired Madeleine to take care of all the animals until the mess could be
straightened out. One month later Madeleine and Tyler were in the pet business, after buying the remains
of Pets R Us from the bank. Just six months after our wedding we had a new baby – The Pet advantage!
We started with 1600 square feet in the Blue Mall location and then three years later doubled the size to
3200 square feet. In 1993 we added a second location way out in the hinterlands, at the Taft Corners
Shopping Center in Williston! This was long before WalMart, Home Depot or PetSmart! But then, when
we decided to start a real family, we choose to sell the stores. In 1995 the new owners took over. While
the stores were successful, we learned that it takes a certain skill set to continue and build on this success.
That didn’t happen with the new owners, so after they closed the Williston location, we took back the
remaining store in 2003 and began rebuilding the brand.
In 2005 we purchased the former Net Result building and moved the store down the street to its present
location. It finally had a permanent home and a space we could call our own. In 2010 we expanded to the
present size, almost 6,000 square feet.
We’ve always said that a retail pet store is a combination of a farm and a restaurant. We have perishable
inventory that requires care and feeding, (farm side); and we have customers who require care and feeding
as well (restaurant side). Now our customers don’t literally buy food from us, but we do feed their innate
desires and needs to fulfill a connection to the natural world. So we have this unique combination that
drives our success. The livestock attraction brings customers to our door, all kinds of customers. The
presentation, how we care and house these living beings, determines how positive our customers respond
to their needs by spending money in our store. We have taken extensive and expensive measures to
provide the best presentation we could so customers feel good about our animals and the store
environment. We constantly receive positive feedback from customers about how well the store is kept
and how well we care for our animals. We are always compared to others, and we constantly measure up
well against other stores. We are very proud of this level of care we have developed as The Pet Advantage
standard.
However, we certainly could not have done it without the help of all our dedicated employees and our
loyal customers. Also, we extend a special thank you to all the dedicated aquarists out there who choose
to support our store all these years. Stores like ours only exist if there is a community of people who value
what we offer and are willing to support it in the midst of ever changing temptations from a myriad of
sources looking to take your money!
But now, after 24 years, we’ve decided it’s time for us to start a new chapter in our lives, so we are
actively seeking a new owner for The Pet Advantage! If you think you are up to the challenge or if you
know someone who is, this is the time to seize the opportunity! There is a lot of hard work involved, but
there is a lot of reward as well. If you are seriously interested, please contact Vermont Business Brokers
in Charlotte, VT. John Beal will help you decide if this is the right business for you! Then you can start
the latest chapter in The Pet Advantage history!!



















by Brian Candib
“Get over it, fish die” my wife screams down the stairs to me one evening. I had just made a desperate
attempt to reach into one of my tanks to try and grab a larger fish that had just snatched a small fry that I
so foolishly thought would stay hidden long enough to grow and swim with the big dogs. For about three
weeks, I had every chance to have removed him from the tank of cichlids and never did. I thought it was
neat how he stayed hidden in the crevice of a piece of driftwood only coming out to snatch a morsel or
two of food at feeding time. And that is how he came to meet his demise, and how I had come to bear
witness and take responsibility for this horrific event. For I thought I would put some special food close
by his hideout and make it easier for him to get it. That action alone brought the others closer to his haunt
and lured the fry into the jaws of another.
I wish I could say that this was the only foolish action of mine that killed a fish but as anyone would
know, that is far from the case. It seems with each of these good actions a group of my fish pays the price
with their life. It’s kind of strange, but I seem to remember all my unintentional fish executions as if they
occurred today.
There was the time when we first moved into our house and my parents were coming for dinner one
evening. I was new to fish-keeping and wanted to display my 50 gallon tank in its best condition before
they arrived. So I changed the water and, wanting to remove the stains on the glass, I grabbed a sponge
from under the sink. It was new so, in my mind, it had not seen soapy water yet. As we sat there eating
dinner, all of a sudden I hear this bashing in the tank. Mind you, the tank is also in our dining room so
within eyesight of all. I look over to see my two Oscars in that tank freaking out and hitting the glass.
Needless to say we all got front row seats to the execution of these fish while we dined. It really put a
damper on the discussions that evening as I had to remove two dead fish form the tank. I then learned the
valuable lesson, all too late, about how poisonous chemicals are introduced into sponges and why I need
to use an aquarium sponge in all my future tank cleanings. After that incident, I was careful to not offer
fish on the menu whenever they visited us.
I recall the time I had unintentionally fried my fish in the summer air. I had acquired about a couple of
Killifish along with another bucket of Cherry Shrimp and a few Ameca splendens. They were doing very
well in their little bucket-like tanks in the house and it was a nice summer day. I thought wouldn’t it be
nice to put them out on the backyard table to enjoy the sun for a couple of hours. I was naïve to not realize
how fast the temperature of a gallon or so of water heats up in direct sunlight. I thought being tropical fish
they would enjoy the warm sunlight. However, I am sure it was the 90 or so degree water which did them
in.
I do like to dabble in keeping a tank out in the back yard in the summer. And for the most part, I had good
luck in doing so. My tank was one of those 25 Gallon Blue plastic buckets you use for keeping drinks on
ice. I would keep it in a shaded area just under the eave of my garage. That way when it rained, water
would run into the tub and provide a semi fresh water supply. I had decided to keep a few hatchet fish and
thought wonderful; they can live in the tub for the summer and catch bugs. So funny how easily you can
jump to the wrong conclusion.
We have two indoor cats. Also in the summer, we allow them to spend time out in the backyard (It is all
fenced in). I believe it was my wife that saw the first fish on the ground. By a small miracle it was
flopping around on the patio still alive. She scooped it back into the bucket and told me about it when I

came home that day. I said it must be the cats are getting into the tub. Sol I drained it down and moved it
to the other side of the house. This would be a safe place where the cats would not get to it, but also where
we really had to make an effort to check on it. Well, a week or two later I do and notice, with the
exception of one Hatchet Fish, the rest are missing. I really had to think about it but then it dawned on me
that they are jumpers and probably committed suicide going after bugs or just sick of seeing the inside of
a blue tub.
Call it forgetfulness or blame it on my age, but I also killed one of my most special cichlids. I had gotten
him about 5 years before. He was a blue Tropheops and I understood his genus had been changed with all
the reclassifications. I had to relegate him to a 20 gallon tank with a rather large Pleco. He was considered
a show fish by many and I had even entered him into our club bowl show. I always did my best to keep
him happy and I felt guilty for his near solitary confinement because I could not deal with his social skills.
I had changed his water in his tank weekly and at least once a month I would drain it down to near empty
and refill. This time I forgot to add in the Chloramine remover. However, I did remember two days later
when lying in bed. I do not know what made me think of it then but the next morning I went down to add
the chemical. It was too late for the Tropheops. He was dead and floating around he tank. Ironically the
Pleco has to this day lived thru the ordeal. I had always thought the Pleco would have been more
susceptible to something amiss.
There has been the countless one or two fish I have lost. There is also the fry I tried to save and failed. It
usually came down to lapses of frequent tank cleanings, water temps or just plain aggression of other fish.
I always keep in the forefront of my mind that I am responsible for the life of these creatures just as
humans are for all living things. I am more deliberate in my actions, feeding and care realizing even the
slightest change can have an effect I have not considered.
My failures are not only my losses but the loss of fish life that should not have happened. Yes, fish do die,
but I will never get over it.

Calendar of Events
March 18
March 23-25
April 10
April 11
April 12
April 29
May 10
May 20
June 12
June 13
June 14
July 11-15
September 28-30
October 18-21
Nov 4, 12 noon

7PM, TFCB/Pet Advantage meeting, Karen Randall, Best Western Conf. Center
NEC Convention, Cromwell, CT
7PM, OVAS meeting, Randy Carey, Pittsford Library, Pittsford, VT
8PM, MAS meeting, Randy Carey, Montreal
6:30PM, TFCB meeting, Randy Carey, VFW Essex Junction
American Livebearer Assoc. Convention, Florida www.livebearers.org
6:30PM, TFCB meeting, VFW Essex Junction
American Killifish Assoc. 50th Convention, Missouri www.akaorg.convention/2012
7PM,OVAS meeting, Ted Judy, Pittsford Library, Pittsford, VT
8PM, MAS meeting, Ted Judy, Montreal
6:30PM, TFCB meeting, Ted Judy, VFW Essex Junction
American Cichlid Assoc. Convention, Indiana www.aca2012indy.com
Marine Aquarium Conference of North America www.dfwmacna.com
All-Aquarium Catfish Convention, Virginia www.catfishcon.com
TFCB Annual Auction, VFW Burlington







































by Fran Kinghorn
If you are an aquarist and you live within 100 miles of Burlington, VT you know
The Pet Advantage is the store to purchase all your aquarium needs. You also know
the go-to person at The Pet Advantage is Jason Boczar. Recently I met with Jason
and asked him about himself and his experience working at the store we all love.
Q: How long have you worked for The Pet Advantage?
A: I began working for a competitor when I was thirteen but I didn’t like their policies
on how to care for the fish so I applied for a job here when I was seventeen, in 1997. I
didn’t get the job at first but within about 6 months 1 got a call and I’ve been here ever
since.
Q: Has your position changed since you started?
A: Yes, I’m now the manager of the store.
Q: Tell me about a typical day. Do you have a routine?
A: I clean tanks, look for sick fish, do water changes, answer customer questions, things like that. My
responsibilities haven’t changed much over the years.
Q: What is the most satisfying part of your job?
A: Seeing a happy customer. Someone who keeps coming back and is happy that their tank is doing
well. Or a customer who I’ve made a suggestion to and they come back and are happy because it worked.
Q: What is the most challenging part of your job?
A: Without a doubt it’s keeping up with the changes in technology. It’s an ever-changing industry and I
need to know what a customer is talking about when they come in the door. For example, a few years ago
people were coming in and asking about reducing nitrate levels in their salt water tanks with vodka.
Q: What do you do to keep up with the technology?
A: Read, read, read. There are forums on-line, and so forth.
Q: You’ve been here a long time. Have you noticed whether there is a change in the types of fish you
sell over the years? Have people’s fish desires changed?
A: Yes, definitely. Years ago a lot of people wanted fish that were very different, maybe big and ugly or
mean-looking, like Oscars. Nowadays people are much more concerned about the aesthetic look of their
tank. More people are doing planted tanks too. Also, with salt water tanks, more people are growing
corals. Changes like that have happened over the years.
Q: Are there any customers that stick out in your mind that you will never forget?
A: Hmm…well, there are lots of characters that come into the store, but I guess, yes, there was this one
guy who for months wouldn’t take my advice on how to solve the problems in his tank. He kept coming
in and I kept making the same suggestion, but he did everything but what I suggested. Finally, months
later, he did what I said and that fixed the problem. That’s frustrating.
Q: Why don’t you think he listened to you?
A: I don’t think he figured I knew what I was talking about, maybe because I look so young.

Q: What has been the worst day of work for you?
A: There was one day where I was up on a mountain snowboarding with friends and I got a call that there
had been a flood here. Someone had forgotten to turn off a faucet and there was water everywhere. So of
course I had to leave the mountain and come in to deal with cleaning up from the flood and water damage.
Q: What has been the best day?
A: I can’t think of a specific best day. But hey, I’m getting interviewed for the TFCB newsletter right
now, so that’s pretty exciting!
Q: Do you keep fish at home?
A: No. I used to but no more. I had several tanks but after working all day here and then going home and
doing the same thing to my tanks there, it seemed like I was doing this 24/7, so a few years ago I decided
to take down my tanks. I was kind of addicted to it for a while, but my fish days are over.
Q: Final question. Tell me one interesting thing about yourself that not many people may know.
A: In addition to fish I used to have lots of spiders and reptiles. At one point I had about 300 spiders. I
bred them. I was really into spiders, all sorts.
Thank you Jason!

TFCB Bowl Show Schedule
April Barbs, Danios, Tetras and Rasboras
May Photography
June (2 classes)
Old World Cichlids
New World Cichlids
Bowl Show Rules
1. Fish must be displayed in a bare tank or bowl, i.e. no decorations, no gravel etc.. The tank or bowl
must have one flat side & hold less than 20 gallons of water.
2. A limited supply of bowls is maintained by the club. If a bowl is needed for an upcoming bowl
show, it should be reserved ahead of time. Remaining bowls will be available on a first come, first
serve basis at the meeting.
3. Life support systems are not encouraged, but will be accepted if necessary to sustain a particular
fish.
4. No lights.
5. Water is available, but entrants must supply their own water conditioner, nets, etc.
6. There is a limit of 3 entries per person per class.
7. Judging will be by both popular vote and a qualified judge, when available.
8. The Tropical Fish Club of Burlington is not responsible for any loss or damage resulting from these
bowl shows.









































by Ralph Perkins
Recently my seven-year-old grandson and I started a project involving the 'restoration' of a 30 gallon
aquarium in his school's office. Usually in the past when I went to a school office it was not a good thing;
however this definitely was, despite some of the following observations.
The tank, light, filter, etc. were all operational, but the biological things were long gone, i.e., there were
no fish or plants.
When I opened the tank's paraphernalia cabinet the first thing I saw was a bottle of pH decreaser. On a
hunch, we measured the tank's 'acidity' and found it to be extremely low--too low for most fish to live in
for very long. Now, pH adjusters are wonderful products; I've used them myself. However, the directions
must be followed TO THE LETTER and the pH monitored for at least several days thereafter. Water
chemistry is more complicated than this article will describe, but the qualitative idea of 'buffering' should
be understood: dissolved minerals will resist ("buffer") pH changes, but eventually they get 'used up' by
continually adding pH adjuster. This causes a sudden big pH drop, because there's no more buffer to
affect it and the pH may then keep dropping (or rising)! I kid you not; 5 or 6 years ago I lost two tanks of
fish because of this. To be fair, the continued pH drop may have been directly due to other things, but I
suspected that the pH adjuster was what started the ball rolling. That was one thing.
The next thing I noticed in the cabinet was a BIG canister of goldfish food, that was nearly empty. I don't
know what kind of fish they used to have (they didn't know), but I do know that
a) the protein content, at 28%, likely wasn't too good for most fish (Shoot for above about 42% for
carnivores),
b) many added vitamins and stuff would have degraded by now in the non-refrigerated environment, and
c) a canister that big should have lasted for such a long time that I suspected overfeeding (Factoid:
Overfeeding is said to account for far more fish deaths than underfeeding.).
Our first task was to drain the tank. Boy, there was a lot of debris in that sand! I took it home and washed
it with a strainer. We cleaned the glass, mostly; and then we bought one of those magnetic two-part
cleaners. Now we never lack for enthusiastic glass cleaners! They’re mostly of the adult variety, but once
in a while one of the kids sneaks in.
I prefer live plants, but practicality rules here. Plants do require a modicum of care--mostly ensuring
enough light and breaking up fights, but I thought this task would be overly burdensome to the office staff
after my spring departure. Thus I opted for plastic plants and a few low-light species like java fern and
hornwort.
In the interest of simplicity, I chose fish species that do not require a heater. I subsequently found that
temps on weekends got quite low, so I added back the tank's heater, but set it to about 68 degrees and with
instructions to unplug it for the summer. There are actually a lot of 'cool-water' species around if you do a
little work to ID them; I also wanted compatible community species, and ones that weren't too small to be
seen in a busy office. The choices are definitely not static, but they presently include 4 black tetras, 10
variatus platys, 2 paleatus cats, 4 tiger barbs, 4 buenos aries tetras and 2 dageti killifish. Some of these
species can be a little rowdy, but aggression tends to be spread out and internalized when they're in the
numbers and combinations of this tank, because with enough individuals they can establish an in-group
“pecking order.” Also, the barbs and the black tetras, which tend to be bullies singly or in smaller groups,

are in the same schooling group here. I plan to also get some rosy barbs to work on non-glass algae
growths (I've used them for this in the past, with success).
I keep all fish in quarantine tanks for at least two weeks (I shoot for 3 or 4.). Boy, I'm glad I do, as some
pretty weird maladies have appeared, which I'd just as soon NOT have spread into that tank. Doing this is
not as onerous as it may sound to some people. I just keep a 4-gallon plastic shoebox filled with seasoned
aquarium water and a seasoned sponge filter (they either suddenly appear or I make my own)--note no
light, no sand. You may want a little submersible heater to help acclimatize some finicky types at first.
You ought to set this up before you go fish shopping or, better yet, keep it gong all the time.
As for cleaning, we did inherit a Python-type vacuum device, but with no long hose or faucet fixture, so
we use a simple siphon hose, its wide mouth thing (and clamps!) and a couple of buckets. About once a
month we vacuum the bottom and drain off about half the water. Another advantage of 'coldwater' fish is
that they tend to be not too finicky about the replacement water having to be the exact same temp.. Water
changes could be more often, but those buckets are heavier than the pay.
Finally I wrote up a short maintenance manual for my successor, as I'll be migrating back to Maine in the
spring. Maybe it'll be read, and maybe it won't. In any event, it should keep me from being sent to the
office again.

m Fish: Made in America
by Dwight D. Moody
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For most of us, the fish we normally think of for our home aquariums come from exotic locations, such as
South America, Asia or Africa. Because these fish come from tropical locations, they are known as
“Tropical Fish”. These fish need to be maintained at tropical temperatures, typically low 70’s to the low
80’s, and can easily perish if the temperature in the aquarium drops into the 60’s. This, of course, means
that you need to have a heater in the tropical fish tank to maintain the temperature.
What relatively few people realize is that we have a great number of native fish that may be kept in home
aquariums. Some of the fish from the Southern US are quite similar to tropical fish, because they live in
semi-tropical conditions. However, most of our native species are quite tolerant of wide variations of
temperatures, because the streams they live in may go close to freezing in the winter and may be quite
warm in the summer. These fish can easily be kept in home aquariums without heaters because they are
used to a wide range of temperatures.
The most commonly known US native fish is the sailfin molly, widely found in estuary and brackish
water environments in the southeastern US. Most of us have seen the various developed forms developed
for the pet trade, which are often multi-species crosses, often with smaller species. The natural sailfin
molly can get quite large, exceeding four inches or more, with a spectacular sail. To get this way they
need lots of quality, high protein food (including lots of live food), algae to nibble on, lots of room to
swim in and the proper environment, which is hard, alkaline, brackish water with at least a tablespoon of
salt per gallon, up to even pure saltwater.
For the aquarist with just a single small tank, perhaps one of the new all-in-one desktop tanks, it is really
hard to beat the Least Livebearer (Heterandria formosa – also known as the Least Killifish). These are
found in shallow waters in the southeastern US. They have the distinction of being one of the smallest
livebearers, with males about a half inch long with females getting to a little over an inch and a quarter.
They are really nice fish, with brown stripes on the body and red or orange on the dorsal and anal fins.
These fish are always perky and checking out everything. I have found that if you have some Java Moss
in the tank and keep the adults well fed with live foods (baby brine shrimp, microworms, sifted Daphnia,
etc.) the females will tend to ignore the fry. A tank containing a school of these fish will keep you
fascinated for hours.
If you like killifish, we have a number of native species that you might find interesting. The Florida
Flagfish (Jordanella floridae) is probably the best known native killifish. These fish look fantastic if they
get the right conditions and food. Most people don’t realize that the Florida Flagfish is a vegetarian,
having a very long gut that allows them to digest vegetable foods. I have a group of six in a species-only
tank and they have fantastic color and behavior. Because of their need for veggies, they are the ideal fish
to have if you have an infestation of duckweed because they love to chow down on it. Mine also love
flake food, daphnia, etc. There are a number of other species, such as the Bluefin Killifish, that are easy
mop spawners and are quite attractive, along with a number of more “plain-Jane” species, many of which
have interesting behaviors, such as substrate spawning.
If you are someone who has a busy schedule and wants a fish that can survive in a neglected tank, there
are US native fish that may be perfect for you. The Eastern Mudminow (Umbra pygmaea) and Central
Mudminnows (Umbra limi) are known to live in waters where no other native fish can live because of
pollution or really bad water quality. Not exactly the most attractive fish in the world, but if you want a

fish that can take abuse and not turn belly up on you, these are a great choice. Another major benefit is
that they can tolerate a great deal of temperature fluctuations, including thriving in waters that freeze over
in the winter. So if you have an outdoor pond that you want to stock with fish that will keep the mosquitos
under control with a minimum of care, these fish may be a great choice.
For the cichlid lover, take a look at our native sunfish, which have similar behaviors to cichlids, as they
build nests where the males take care of the eggs and fry. Popular species include the several species of
Pygmy Sunfish, of which the Everglades Pygmy Sunfish (Elassoma evergladei) is the most well known.
Slightly bigger species include the Blue-Spotted Sunfish (Enneacanthus gloriosus), Black-Banded Sunfish
Enneacanthus chaetodon) , Mud Sunfish (Acantharchus pomotis) and others. These species typically are
more predatory in nature and generally require live foods. Daphnia are welcomed, along with grindal
worms and frozen foods as well. I haven’t had much in the way of culls to recycle as sunfish food, but
maybe you do.
The crown jewels of native fish are the darters. Dozens of species are available, which range from the
brown patterned “plain-jane” species, such as the Johnny Darter (Etheostoma nigrum) to the fantastically
colored Rainbow Darters (Etheostoma caeruleum). Darters are probably the most challenging native
species because they need clean, flowing water and are live-food dependent, with aquatic insects making
up the bulk of their diet. Prepared foods may be accepted after some time in the home aquaria, however,
their digestive system seems to need the shells of the insects to function properly and keeping them on
flake foods will cause constipation, bloat and death. These fish are really for the experienced aquarist with
live food cultures who can keep these fish in a river tank setup.
Now for the big issue – how do I get me some native fish? Here in Vermont, we used to be able to just go
to a local stream with a minnow trap or minnow net and get all we wanted, as long as the fish were not
game fish like bass, trout, etc. Unfortunately, at this time, Vermont Fish and Wildlife regulations state that
you cannot transport ANY minnows or baitfish by car, with the reason being to prevent movement of fish
from one body of water to another, to prevent the spread of fish diseases. Additionally, any importation of
any species already here requires a permit from the Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department. Also keep in
mind that ALL Gambusia species are absolutely forbidden to be imported. Permits may be obtained for
certain native fish but there must be a credible justification for it, such as educational or scientific reasons.
My suggestion is that you avoid these issues altogether and go for the various Southeastern species, most
of which appear to be regulated the same as tropical fish, which do not require a permit. While you can
travel there and catch your own, this generally requires a plane ticket and an out-of-state fishing license. If
you are going there anyway, maybe you might want to go on a collecting trip and bring back some
treasures for your new native fish aquarium. A better alternative is to check out AquaBid
(http://www.aquabid.com/), which is pretty much an eBay type of auctions for fish. Available native
species are found under the “US Native Fish” category. There are a number of collectors that would be
pleased to hook you up with some Southeastern native fish which you can have mailed to you for around
$20 or Express Mail for about $35.
Why not try a tank or two of native fish? You may find that some of your favorite fish are found right
here in the good old USA.
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A Seasoned Standpoint
by Richard Maxwell Jr
“One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish. Black fish, blue fish, old fish,
new fish. This one has a little star …”
~~Dr. Seuss
I started off my article with this Dr.Seuss snippet for a number of reasons:
• It is Dr. Seuss’s Birthday: On March 2, 1904 he was born in Springfield Massachusettes as
Theodor Geisel.
• As I turned the page on my “this day’ in history calendar there he was, Dr. Seuss, the final
inspiration for an article that is now one day late. (Sorry Janine!!! It’s not ‘cause I’m old and
forgot)!!!
• Dr. Seuss and his books are timeless and still relevant to teaching and learning and they bring us
back to the time of our youth where many of us got hooked on keeping fish.
In general I believe this is how most of us start out: One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish. I’m sure some
of you are nodding your head right now. Remember when you first got infishuated, that’s how it starts.
You get a couple of fish and things go well so you add some color with some neons (red and blue fish),
then a catfish, a couple of danios, some plants, and … You know how the rest goes, time for another tank.
Before you know it you need a room dedicated to tank space.
Here is where I try to make my point about keeping it manageable. Just like anything that we value doing
and doing well there is a couple of investment items we need to keep aware of. Although I see the hobby
as a “positive addiction” I have seen it take hold and become an infatuation that can cause reason for
concern. Investment items include and are not limited to the following:
• Monetary investment
• Time investment
• Space investment
If you live alone this allows for you just allowing for yourself. On the other hand if you live with others,
such as a family, considerations need to be acknowledged concerning the three investment factors of the
hobby, money, time, and space. Not every enthusiast will live with others with the same enthusiasm. Just
saying.
One thing to be aware of also is when you cross the boundary of having fun with your hobby and being
run by your hobby. When it becomes work and your getting less satisfaction that is a sure sign that you
should tone it down or risk the possibility of burnout. The hobby needs you so go easy as your piscean
interest ‘grows’ on you. I’m not tying to deter you from jumping in fins first, I’m just giving advice from
a seasoned fish keeper (pun intended)!
Fishkeeping is a fun and exciting hobby, which I am sure all of our members will attest to, and can bring
you a lifetime of fun, education, and social interaction with some very interesting individuals. Fish clubs
afford the opportunity to become a greater part of the hobby as a whole. Within a club you can find

individuals with a variety of interests that do not always include just fish. Like minded individuals are the
folks you will find in any fish club so if you are in close proximity to one, join it. You won’t be sorry!!!
Time to plug the upcoming presentation by Karen Randall on March 18th, 2012. In conjunction wih the
Pet Advantage the Tropical Fish Club of Burlington is bringing this incredible plant speaker to town. I
have seen Karen speak a number of times and feel she will give you a new perspective on keeping
aquarium plants from around the globe. I am really interested in her talk on “nano tanks” as this is how I
am trying to keep my hobby manageable (I currently have a 20 high {That has slowly turned into a
gardnerii community}, a five gallon endlers tank, a two and a half snail tank (with one Epiplaty’s dageti, a
long story), one gallon betta tank, and a one gallon betta bowl. All have live plants and I can do water
changes with a gallon mason jar and an air line tube outfitted with a pen as the vacuum end of this simple
siphon. It takes a little longer but does not wreak havoc on the sytems while I’m performing the
maintenance and I tend to take more time checking out the fish. I also got my seventy-two year old mom
to keep a two gallon acrylic tank with a small community of endlers. Has to set up a one gallon bowl for
her as the females were not giving birth but that is another article (for Dave) down the stream aways.
All that being said I believe there is a balance to everything. Finding it can be difficult yet attainable if we
paractice the mere act of forward thinking. We often need to ask questions of ourselves to evaluate the
things that we do and to form strategies which create positive aspects in our lives. Keeping aquariums is a
more than worthy hobby opened to any and all and as long as we do not overdue it the hobby will bring
you a lifetime of excitement, education, and fun as long as you keep it manageable.

Dave’s Top Ten List for “Favorite Catfish”
By David L Banks Jr
1. Synodontis multipunctatus
2. Synodontis petricola
3. Synodontis angelicus
4. Corydoras paleatus
5. Aspidoras c35 “black phantom”
6. Ancistrus
7. Zebra pleco
8. Vampire pleco
9. Sturisoma
10. So many more

Synodontis petricola

Ancistrus with eggs

We start off with my favorite overall fish, Syno. multipunctatus. These are active schooling fish, with a
striking pattern, eat almost anything, and are long lived, what more could you ask for in a fish! Well, they
do have a unique breeding method too, they are “cuckoo” spawners, laying their eggs in the middle of
mouthbrooding cichlids as they are spawning. They try to eat the cichlids eggs and hope the cichlids
pickup their eggs in place of them and the cichlids then incubate the catfish eggs along with their own. Of
course the catfish eggs hatch much quicker, and the baby catfish are capable of eating whole cichlids eggs
soon after hatching! The catfish fry grow very quickly on this extremely high protein diet, getting to ½
inch with a week or so. The fry are voracious eaters and continue a very fast growth rate and can be
salable at one inch in only 3 to 4 weeks. Downsize is that you don’t get any cichlid fry of course.

Another great little syno is the petricola. They have a similar body coloration to multipunctatus, although
petricola do stay smaller. They are also schooling fish, but are not nearly as active, except at feeding
time. Both of these synodontis come from Lake Tanganyika so prefer hard alkaline water, but seem to do
well under almost any water conditions. Both petricola and multipunctatus are now regularly spawned in
home aquariums. The petricola spawn in caves and scatter their eggs. The eggs and fry are smaller than
multipuntactus and they grow much slower, taking typically 6-8 months to reach a size of 1 - 1 .5 inches.
Another vey sought after catfish is the S. angelicus. These are riverine catfish also from Africa and can
get up to about 8 inches. They can be fairly aggressive at feeding time, and would do best with other
slightly aggressive fish. The black background with white or yellow spots makes this fish very attractive
and a show piece in any aquarium. They are very hardy and long lived, so this needs to be considered
when you see the selling price! If you look at it as a per year price, it comes out no more than some much
shorted lived fish. As I said angelicus are very hardy fish. We had a tank leak out completely while we
were at work one day; it was a 110 gallon tank and full of cichlids and many synodontis catfish. All the
cichlids were stiff and almost dry when we found the empty tank. We found a couple of dead catfish, and
then noticed one of the catfish moved. Two synodontis had survived, and we quickly moved them into a
5 gallon bucket with water from another tank. The angelicus started moving around almost immediately,
however the other one was barely alive. That angelicus lived for another 4 or 5 years until an outbreak of
ick did him in. Ick is very hard to treat with synodontis since they are scaleless and you can’t use many of
the over the counter ick medications.
One of the most popular types of catfish has to be the corydoras. There are hundreds of species, but one
of the most common is the paleatus. These cute little fish are always active and hunting in the gravel for
food bits. For this reason, many times they are sold as cleanup fish, however they are much more than
that and need to be cared for and fed specifically. Always ensure they are getting enough to eat. Never
use sharp or glass gravel as that can damage their barbels which they use to help find food. Many cory
cats are bred on a regular basis by hobbyists, with some others taking much more work to get them to
spawn.
Aspidoras are a close relative to corydoras catfish, they are in the same family of catfish. I have kept a
couple different species over the years, they are generally active searching the gravel for tidbits of food.
However they do run and hide when you approach the tank, but usually come back out fairly quickly,
adding a little food to the tank will certainly bring them out. Their eyes are typically a little smaller than
corydoras, and they tend to be somewhat more of a streamlined body, where corydoras have a higher
body. Many apsidoras have very similar blotched patterns, however the “black Phantom” has a very
distinctive black dorsal. My fish show this black in young fish, and also in courting males. Other fish
have a faded grayed out black dorsal.
The best algae eater in the aquarium hobby has to be the common ancistrus, either the original brown
variety or the gold or albino variety. They will get to about 4 inches for males and females slightly
smaller. The males also sport head growth, which gives them the common name of bushy nosed pleco.
Once the algae is gone in an aquarium, it is up to the aquarist to feed to the ancistrus, they will not survive
without being fed. Algae disks or pellets, blanched fresh vegetables, or even canned vegetable should be
added to the tank for the ancistrus. To help ensure other tank mates don’t eat all the food that has been
added for the ancistrus, it can be added after the lights have been turned off for the night. As many catfish
are nocturnal, or at least still actively search for food after dark, this is a good practice for many catfish.
If you were in the hobby back in the late 1980’s, you may recall one of the most amazing fish pictures to
grace any magazine cover ever! The zebra pleco with its bright white and dark black stripes was an
instant hit. These are small plecos too, only getting to about 4 inches. Of course the price kept many sane

hobbyist from getting these, but the price dropped over the years to an almost giveaway price. Back then,
the only thing most hobbyists knew was that plecos ate algae, and other vegetable matter. However, the
zebra pleco actually is more of a carnivore, and many were lost because of the lack of this knowledge. I
lost one because of this. My zebra must have been getting enough of the leftovers from the other fish in
the tank that it was able to survive. But once I removed the other fish, I stopped feeding it as there was
plenty of algae in the tank. I was very surprised to find my prize fish dead a couple of weeks later with a
hollow belly and sunken eyes, but I had starved it to death.
In the past 5 to 10 years, the price of the zebra plecos has sky rocketed again as they are no longer being
collected, at least not legally. Some hobbyist have been breeding them, but in limited numbers, and even
these fry are selling for over $100 for a one inch fish at this point. Hopefully hobbyists do continue to
breed these outstanding fish and it is not lost to the hobby. This fish is most likely the reason some of the
many other really cool plecos that have made it into the hobby, and some of these are also being bred
now.
One of these very cool plecos is the vampire pleco. We
were lucky enough to buy two back in 1991. One only
lived for 3 or 4 years, however the other has just had its
20th birthday in our tanks and is the highlight of our largest
show tank. “Bob” is the only fish that has a name, and it
was given to him by someone who was housesitting for us
once. He is about 9 inches, is a very dark mahogany
colored brown with light cream colored spots all over him.
He has the common name of vampire due the two large
teeth he has. He is not any algae eating pleco! He does
not go around killing fish, and he enjoys all kinds of foods
from blanched zucchini, to cooked shrimp pieces. He
typically gets algae and other pellets and discs, but is not
fussy and will jump on any food that falls near him. His mouth is amazing! He has flesh like extension
of his mouth that extends beyond his mouth structure and teeth about an inch. He can take a chuck of
zucchini or algae disk and he looks like he is chewing on it as he rolls it around his mouth. It is very cool
to watch. He has claimed one corner of the 70 gallon tank and rarely strays from that corner. He does
not mind other fish swimming all around him, even some smaller loaches trying to grab a piece off of
whatever he is chewing on.
Sturisoma are a loricarid, and can be seen with the common name royal farlowella. There are many
different species, and I am not sure which ones I had. The adults are not demanding, they seem to eat all
prepared foods, but eagerly eat fresh vegetables. I had the fish for almost a year before they started
spawning, and even though they spawned regularly after that, I was never able to raise fry beyond 1”. See
the articles in Feb 2010 In Depth for more details on my and others’ attempts.
There are just so many other really nice catfish that I am going to lump them all into my 10th favorite
catfish. I would recommend researching any catfish before buying it as some get very large and there are
others that require very special care. There are so many great catfish to choose from, I’m sure you can
find one that will be perfect for you!
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-fishroom Project
by David Isham






The wife said “get that tank out of MY room,” so the first step was to move a fifty five gallon tank and its
stand from the living room (hers) to what we call “the computer room” (1/2 mine). I do have a fishroom
in the basement and it’s pretty large, fifteen feet by twenty or so. However, it’s still not heated, and it gets
cold in the winter. I’m learning which fish can take the cold, and which aquarium heaters suck.
The upper shelf needs to go. The remaining one is just high enough for a siphon into my toilet to work. I
can change water using the bathroom sink, toilet, and a drinking-safe garden hose. I made the pine stand
it’s on. I made another like it for more tanks in the new location.
The first thing I learned: you can’t pick up a fifty five gallon tank with five gallons of substrate and a few
inches of water. My wife told me I was crazy, and was right again. Picking up a bucket full of substrate
was about all I could handle! When I moved a second 55 to the new stand beside this one, I put in an
empty tank and then moved the fish and the stuff. It was much easier.
The old tank got put back together with many less plants. The thinning-out was overdue! This tank had
filled up with plants completely. The excess plants made it to the TFCB auction. The new home is in an
east window. The reason for making room upstairs for aquariums is seen every month in the form of my
$300+ electric bill. The big expenses are from the electric resistance heaters and the lights. I set the light’s
timer on this tank to one hour, down from thirteen when it was not getting sunlight. When the days get
longer I won’t need it at all. I did pick up some algae on the glass, but after the plants got going, they and
the single ancistrus took care of it as much as I need. A little alga is OK with me. I’ve had pretty good
luck putting tanks in sunlight.
I made another stand that can take two fifty five gallon tanks. Well, anything four feet long; maybe a
Seventy gallon bow-front…
Both of the 55s have an “Emperor 400” power filter and sponge filters. The one I moved first has a sheet
of foam filling up one end. This is a fairly new method that’s catching on. Some say you never need to
clean it. I sort of scrub it with the gravel vacuum when I do a water change. It is not keeping flat for me; it
may be slightly large.
Notice that the water level is different behind the filter? It’s an inch or so lower! The filter may have
gotten somewhat clogged right after the move. I originally put an inch of clay {Kitty-litter} under the
black gravel, for the plants. It became mixed up during the move, and clouded the water. The water
cleared up by the next day, but I may have clogged the sponge?
The pic also shows a pothos making roots behind the sponge-wall. I use house-plant cuttings for algaecontrol. Pothos seems to be one of the best for this; check out some of the other photos to see how crazy
this plant gets. The leaves get huge when grown in aquarium-water!
I have the material for another shelf-stand-unit, three feet long by four feet tall. The two already present
are four by four tall. The number of tanks in the mini-room now are: Two Fifty-five gallon, five tengallon, three thirty-gallon, one twenty-high, one twenty long. I have room for another fifty-five. I think
I’m saving about thirty dollars per month on electricity. Sadly, that includes having my dog unplug the
heater, resulting in the death of four angelfish.

Here’s the tank before moving, with fish and
most plants taken out

Getting the substrate out

The mini-fishroom

Plants in a bucket

Tank in its new home

The foam sheet sponge-filter

